
Printed during the early years of Charles II’s reign 
(1660–85), this pictorial map is one of Galway’s most 
important historical documents. Indeed, it is one of 
the treasures of urban cartography internationally. 
Lavishly decorated in the style of the period and 
dedicated in the most fl att ering terms to the king, the 
map presents a fascinating visual impression of the 
town at a critical juncture in its history — about to be 
surrounded by Cromwellian forces — in c. 1651–2. As 
the title indicates, it is not just a map but an ‘historical 
delineation’, a celebration of Galway as seen through the 
eyes of Catholic and royalist sympathisers. Th at said, the 
detailed indices provide holdfasts for many otherwise 
unidentifi able placenames and urban features. 

The pictorial map: 
a celebration of Galway

Th e former quay area of the town was in front of the fortifi cation known as 
‘Ceann an Bhalla’ (the head of the wall), a section of the town wall now known 
by its more romantic, modern name, Spanish Arch. Originally there were four 
arched storage areas (two of which survive) with a platform above for cannon: the 
opening to the Long Walk was made in the late 17th century. Merchants gathered 
on the raised tiled area to conduct business

Cuireadh an léarscáil phictiúrtha seo i gcló i dtús réimeas 
Sheárlais II (1660–85), agus tá sí ar cheann de na doiciméid 
stairiúla is tábhachtaí a bhaineann le Gaillimh. Níl amhras 
ach go bhfuil sí ar sheoda idirnáisiúnta na cartagrafaíochta. 
Tá an léarscáil maisithe le stíl na tréimhse agus tiomnaithe 
go hadhmholtach don rí, agus tá léiriú spéisiúil inti ar 
thráth an-tábhachtach i stair an bhaile — é ar tí bheith 
timpeallaithe ag fórsaí Chromail i c.1651–2. Mar a thugann 
an teideal le fi os, ní léarscáil amháin atá i gceist, ach 
‘líníocht stairiúil’, ceiliúradh ar Ghaillimh mar a chonacthas 
í dóibh siúd a bhí báúil leis an gCaitliceachas agus leis 
an gcúis ríoga. Mar sin féin, faightear sna hinnéacsanna 
inti cuid mhaith fi anaise ar logainmneacha agus ionaid 
uirbeacha nárbh eol a n-ainm murach í. 

Pictorial map of Galway 
Urbis Galvia totius conatiae in regno 
Hiberniae clarissimae metropolis …, mid-17th 
century. TCD, Hardiman MS 1209/73 
Map 12, IHTA, no. 28, Galway/Gaillimh

An léarscáil phictiúrtha: 
ceiliúradh ar Ghaillimh

Th e principal entrance to the town, the Great Gate, was among the fi rst fortifi ed 
works built at Galway in the late 13th century. Th e gate housed the town bell 
and clock (added in 1636–7). Below is a plaque with the arms of Galway. Th e 
pennant bears the lett ers ‘SPQG’ — a play on the ancient acronym of Rome, 
signifying the ‘Senate and People of Galway’.
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